Regulation of ?-aminobutyric acid synthesis in the vertebrate nervous system.
The regulation of glutamic decarboxylase (GAD) activity is undoubtedly the key to the control of the steady-state concentrations of 4-aminobutyric acid (GABA) in the central nervous system. Those factors that might influence GAD activity are reviewed. They include repression and induction of GAD synthesis; the interconversion of the holo- and apo-form of GAD; the availability of substrate and cofactor; the competitive inhibition of GAD by endogenous substances, including GABA; and the involvement of calcium ions in whole-cell preparations. Where possible mechanisms of action are described, and the likelihood that each is of physiological importance is discussed. Experiments are suggested that would help clarify (1) the role of GABA in GAD repression; (2) the possible phosphorylation of GAD; and (3) the existence of multiple forms of the enzyme. In addition, a kinetic mechanism is proposed to explain the possible regulation of GAD by the interconversion of the holo- and apo-forms of the enzyme. It is concluded that the overriding factors responsible for GAD regulation are not yet understood. However, a possible mechanism relying on the direct feedback action of GABA on GAD activity has many attractive features.